Component-based software development has proven effective for systems implementation in well-understood application domains, but is still insufficient for the creation of reusable and changeable software architectures. Design patterns address these shortcomings by capturing the expertise that is necessary for reusable design solutions. However, there is so far no methodical approach to providing these conceptual design building blocks in a tangible and composable form. To address this limitation, we introduce the notion of design components, reified design patterns fit for software composition. In this paper, we define design components and explain their constituents and services. Furthermore, we detail the activities of design composition and illustrate them as a process within a four-dimensional design space. Moreover, we describe a prototype of a design composition environment. A case study helps illustrating our approach.
INTRODUCTION
Component-based software development stands for software construction by assembly of prefabricated, configurable, and independently evolving building blocks [ l , 81. This longstanding dream [I 1, 171 has gained some reality with the recent emergence of software component models, such as Component Object Model (COM) or JavaBeans. These models prescribe standards for the collaboration of independent This research was supported by the SPOOL project organized by CSER (Consortium for Software Engineering Research) which is funded by Bell Canada, NSERC (National Sciences and Research Council of Canada), and NRC (National Research Council of Canada Current approaches to component-based software develop ment seem to be inadequate for the creation of reusable ancl changeable software architectures. Architectural design is more than an adept combination of micro-applications. It is an evolutionary process that requires abstract thinking and: expertise in both the application domain and software design. Successful software architectures usually arise from a continuous reassessment of design alternatives and redistribution of responsibilities among system components. To accomplish this in a component-based environment, deep insight into the components' design is required. Garlan considers the apparent lack of design information ("the assumptions a reusable part makes about the structure of the application in which it is to appear") in today's components as one of the most significant problems of software development based on components (141.
Design patterns address this issue by shedding light on the design assumptions, trade-offs, and implications that are usually hidden in a component's implementation. They package software engineering expertise with domain knowledge into conceptual building blocks upon which more complex and more flexible software designs can be built. Design patterns constitute a promising attempt to moving the emphasis in software engineering away from component-based implementation towards component-based problem solving.
However, a current impediment to pattern-based software engineering is that design patterns are treaRed only as nonsoftware artifacts, i.e., as detailed documentation in which design solutions are scrutinized based on a standardized description format, for instance, the one described by Gamma et al. [131 or Coad' s format 191. When implementing design patterns, programmers create, extend, and modify classes throughout the software. Soukup pointed out that this can create a major maintenance problem as the programmers "tend to lose sight of the original patterns" 1231. This may well be one of the causes why Booch estimated that it takes a professional programmer about six to nine months to handle a sizeable class framework [3] . In our work, we address this blumng of design patterns during implementation and maintenance and suggest a more systematic approach to define, implement, and trace them within a component-based development cycle.
In SPOOL (Spreading Desirable Properties into the Design of Object-Oriented, Large-scale Software Systems), a joint project with Bell Cunudu, we aim at devising a systematic transition approach between analysis, design, and implementation with the objective of improved software maintainability. This joint industryhniversity project is motivated by the difficulties that large telecommunications companies face when they have to adapt their acquired software systems with millions of lines of code to rapidly changing requirements. Far too often, such systems have evolved from an uncoordinated build-and-fix attitude towards software development and suffer from a lack of methodical support during maintenance. The original design intents of the software systems are obfuscated, or worse, have disappeared altogether. It takes immense effort to implement and test changes as the effects on other software modules and the impact on future reuse are hard to predict. We consider two strategies crucial to attack this problem at its root: first, the creation of software architectures which are based on well-defined and proven design ' patterns packaged into tangible, customizable, and composable design components; and second, the support for traceability among the many software and non-software artifacts which pile up during the different phases of the development-cycle.
In our approach, we have tried to combine and implement the two aforementioned strategies to software development and maintenance. The approach is based on the idea that design patterns constitute the axioms of software design, meaning that each element of a design can be traced back to a certain generic pattern. Having identified these patterns, one can document them with formal and informal techniques and provide them as tangible, instantiable, evolvable, and composable components. These design components can then be automatically transformed into source code frames or even executable code (assuming that the components' specification is complete). Thus, the software design process becomes an activity of specialization, adaptation, assembly, and alteration of fundamental design solutions. Most importantly, all of these activities leave traces which can be tracked to determine where the components of a certain design come from and in what other directions they have evolved. When elaborating on this approach, we have applied it to Several Case studies [6, 13,241. In this paper, we discuss all major concepts of our approach and illustrate them with one of our case study examples. SecDesign Problem 1.
Document structure 2.
Formatting tion 2 of the paper presents the case study example and defines the notion of design components. Section 3 outlines software design as a process within a four-dimensional space of concreteness, specificity, scope, and revision. Section 4 describes the constituents, notation, services, and instantiation modes of design components. Section 5 details the iictivities of design composition beginning with patterns and ending with executable software. Section 6 outlines the stateof-implementation of a graphic design composition envircinment, which is based on a standard software componext model, allows for the modeling and composition of design components, and manages them in a central repository-13-nally, section 7 rounds up the paper with a conclusion ancl a discussion of ongoing work.
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MOTIVATING EXAMPLE AND DEFINITION
3.
4.
5.
6.
Embellishing the user interface Decorator
Multiple look-and-feel standards Abstract Factory As an example, we briefly discuss one of the Gamma et al. patterns, the Composite pattern, and how it is used to create the document structure of Lexi. The intent of the Composire pattern is to "compose objects into tree structures to represent part-whole interactions" [13] . The idea is to provide a uniform interface to the objects within such a tree structurf:, be it a leaf or a composite object. Therefore, the child maninto an abstract class Component from which Leaf and Comtposite inherit. Figure   1 ) and Safe Composite. In k i , the Transparent Composite is used to define the structure of documents. The Component class becomes the Glyph class, the Composite class becomes the Row class, and the b a f class is replaced by classes 'for text and graphical objects, such as Character, Rectangle, or Image. The Glyph, the abstract interface to these objects, receives the responsibility to draw itself and to know about its parent and children. In a similar way, the other patterns listed in Table 1 can be adapted to Lexi and eventually be combined with each other. Figure 8 illustrates the resulting pattern-based Lexi model (the constituent classes are surrounded by a solid line).
The above description illustrates some typical activities of applying design patterns. A Composite was specialized into a Transparent Composite and a Safe Composite. Then, the Transparent Composite was applied, or instantiated, to the application domain of document editors. It was renamed and refined, and the Leaf class was cloned to create Characters, Rectangles, and Images. In this way, the Document Structure, a domain-specific instance of the Transparent Composite, was created ( Figure 7 , top left). Going through other case studies besides &xi, we applied these and similar design activities over and over again, finding them both relevant and effective. Therefore, we generalized them and made them an integral part of our approach to design composition, and we have come up to define a design component as a reijed design pattern that allows for design composition by instantiation, specialization, alteration, adaptation, assembly, provision, and generation.
Above example should be motivation enough to envision a computer-aided software engineering environment that provides patterns as design components, manages them in a repository, and allows for their refinement and composition in domain-specific models. Before we describe such an approach to design composition and refine the definition of de:-sign components, we shed some light on the four differerit dimensions in which design components can evolve.
FOUR DIMENSIONS OF DESIGN COMPOSITION
In the following, we describe design composition as a process within the four-dimensional space of concreteness, specificity, scope, and revision ( Figure 2 ).
,
The four dimensions of design composition.
Concreteness relates to the level of detail of a design solu tion. It classifies design components into hierarchies of ab-. stract and more concrete components. Similar to abstract classes in object-oriented programming, abstract design] components comprise a set of incomplete elements, which1 can be shared by a group of derived and less abstract components which add the missing parts. At a high level of abstraction, a design component may document the nature of a problem and some informal strategies for its solution. O n a more concrete level, the different tactical design decisions and their trade-offs can be introduced. Thus, the deeper this hierarchy evolves, the more similar becomes a specialized design component to a blueprint for implementation. In our example, the Composite component was specialized into a Transparent Composite and a Safe Composite.
Specificity relates to the applicability of a design solution to different domains. It classifies design components into hierarchies of generic and more domain-specific components.
Generic design components use a domain-independent vocabulary and mechanisms that are flexible enough to be adapted to many different application areas. At a generic level of specificity, the focus is to provide design components for problems that occur over and over again throughout software engineering. These components incorporate the principles of good software engineering practices and style. On a more domain-specific level, generic components are adapted to the particular terminology, practices, and technologies used. In our example, the generic Transparent Composite was used for the Document Structure in the application domain of document editors ( Figure 7 , top left).
Scope relates to the level of composition of a design solution.
It classifies design components into hierarchies of basic and composite components. Basic components constitute the primitives for design composition. 
DESIGN COMPONENT STRUCTURE
This section describes the constituents, notation, services, and instantiation modes of design components.
Constituents
The core constituents of a design component are mainly determined by the constituents of the underlying design pattern. We have adopted the list of constituents as suggested by Gamma et al.: component name and classification, intent, synonyms, motivation, applicability, structure, participants, collaborations among participants, consequences, implementation suggestions, sample code, known uses, and related components. In addition, design components incorporate constituents for source code, executable code, access privileges, and design history, i.e., the path in the four-dimensional design space to the current location.
Notation
To describe the informal constituents, such as intent, motivation, or consequences, one can use plain text and graphics.
We As part of collaboration diagrams, the UML provides the symbol of a dotted ellipse for design patterns, with lines connecting the objects and classes of the pattern to the ellipse.
As the UML has quite a restrictive view on the notion of design pattern, we decided to adopt and extend the UML package notation as the notation for design components. To distinguish design components from UML packages, which constitute systemhubsystem relationships, we annotate the component name with a "C". Optionally, the constituent classes can be shown within the component symbol, and as most of the design components have one dominant class, which usually serves as an abstract interface, this reference class is annotated by a key symbol (Figure 3) . The different constituents that describe the design component can be displayed by zooming into a detailed view. Figure 8 shows both detailed and collapsed design components in the context of
Lexi.
I . I 
Services
Design components should provide the following seven services: (1) Persistence of the constituents of the design component is managed in a repository. 
Instantiation modes
Design components can be instantiated and customized to meet given requirements. Such instances may need deployment in both networked and non-networked computing environments, and accordingly, two modes of instantiation have been defined: remote and local.
Remote instantiation manages the design component solely within a repository. Remote instances of design components do not incorporate local persistent data. AI1 constituents, including executable code (if available), are loaded on demand from the repository. Remote instances provide an effective deployment strategy for design components in a Web-lbased network environment.
Local instantiation provides instances of design components with local storage management to incorporate optionally all constituents, formal or informal in nature, together with source and executable code. Local instances of design components can be configured with those constituents that should be maintained locally, allowing for a fine-grained distribution mechanism. For instance, the Lexi provided as a design component could be delivered to one customer only with executable code. To another customer, it could be clelivered with source code, structure diagrams, and collaboration diagrams, or even as a L'ccione'' comprising all constituents. Yet, design components cannot be viewed as independent software building blocks since one class may be part of several components (see section 5.5). Therefore, it is necessary that local instances configured with code be able to share it. This can be accomplished by assigning a shared class to only one qualified instance, which physically incorporate:; the class. All other instances that use this class refer to this cpalified instance. Thus, the graphic front end of design components can let a class appear transparently regardless from its physical location. A further issue with local instantiation concerns the update of executable classes when, for example, a new revision of a design component was created. Locrll instances can inform the developer about such a new revision as they maintain a connection to the repository. Upon confirmation of a message, updating the instance can be performed automatically. Instantiation of design components in the local mode is most appropriate to manage the distribution and consistency of design component-based applications in a non-networked environment.
DESIGN COMPOSITION PROCESS
In the following, we introduce a design process that allows for building design component-based software in a systematic way and that supports controlled backtracking to previous design steps, in order to correct design flaws and integrate changes. Figure 4 outlines the process. Design composition starts with a set of design patterns, which are reijied as design components and maintained in a repository. Instantiation provides a new instance of a design component, for specialization, alteration, adaptation, or assembly with other instances. This creates a model, which serves as a container for instantiated design components. Models are realized as instances of the system-defined design component Design Model. Thus, models exhibit the same functionality as ordinary design components (section 4). Through specialization, hierarchies of abstract and concrete design components can be created. Adaptation tailors generic design component to meet the needs of the specific domain at hand. Assembly increases the scope of a design SOlution by joining basic design components. Alteration creates a new revision of a design component, leading to hierarchies of original and current design components. Cenerution transforms the design component instance into source code frames or an executable class hierarchy stored with the component. At any time, provision allows for such evolving models to be shelved in the repository. There is no restriction about the level of concreteness, specificity, scope, and revision of design components. It can be an aggregate informal document, but it can also constitute a sizable software system. The following subsections detail the various activities of this process, which leads from intangible design patterns to executable software systems.
Instantiation
Reification
Reijication is the activity of turning design patterns into tangible artifacts. As detailed in section 4, reification encompasses the activities of describing the constituents of design patterns, providing them in form of physical documents, such as text and graphic documents, and packaging them as design components.
Similar to classes in object-oriented programming languages, a design component can be instantiated, which creates a particular example of the component. Unlike classes, however, component instantiation involves not only structural and behavioral constituents, but, equally important, also docxmentation, which all can be adjusted and extended to fit into the context at hand.
Specialization
Specialization is the activity of adjusting a design component to specific requirements. A concrete software design is usually only one alternative out of a set of different possible solutions. There are almost always many different ways to address a problem. The criteria that .lead to a certain design include functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability [15]. Like in object-oriented programming, one can represent the commonalities among these solutions in the form of an abstract component from which more concrete components can inherit. This is the same principle as provided by class inheritance; however, in the case of design components, not only structure and behavior, but all component constituents are inherited. For component specialization, we suggest to use the UML notation for class inheritance (Figure 5 ). 
Adaptation
Adaptation is the activity of accommodating a design component to fit certain application or domain requirements. Note that adaptation is orthogonal to specialization (Figum 2). Specialization addresses concreteness and translates abstract components into more concrete solutions to a problem, such as the Composite into the Transparent Composite anti the Safe Composite components. Adaptation, on the other hand, addresses specificity and accommodates design components to fit into a certain application domain, making them more domain-specific. This is illustrated in Figure 6 , which shows a concrete Transparent Composite derived from the abstract Composite (center part). The Transparent Compos,-ite is then adapted to become a domain-specific Document Structure component within Lexi (right part). This activity of component adaptation implies three major tasks: (1) the renaming of the generic elements (e.g., classes, methods, or attributes) to reflect the domain-specific vocabulary, (2) the cloning of elements, and (3) the creation, change, and removal of elements.
Understandability and readability of a design is crucial for its evolvability. Yet very often neglected, it is important that the terminology used in&e software design be the same as that of the domain experts. Therefore, as a first task, the elements of the instantiated design components should be renamed to reflect the domain-specific language. Without renaming, it would be difficult to communicate the intent of a certain design solution and to discuss it with,the domain experts. 
Assembly
Assembly is the activity of creating a composite componerit by combining basic components. Similar to graphic user interface design tools that allow for the assembly of widgets, such as push buttons, text boxes, or images, a tool that supports design components should provide a mechanism for joining, for example, the Transparent Composite, Observer, and Strategy components to create a composite MVC component (left part of Figure 6 ). A further example is shown i n Figure 7 , where the design components for the document As a result, the two original design components arc composed (Figure 7 , lower part).
Alteration
Alteration is the activity of adjusting a design component to changing requirements. Such alterations demand for sufficient control mechanisms that can guarantee consistency of the modified design component with its deinvations, createdl by specialization, adaptation, or assembly. Advanced tool1 support for revision control [21,25] is indispensable to manage the propagation of modifications throughout the different dimensions a component may have already evolved.
Provision
"Patterns can exist at all scales" [2]; the same is true for components. Provision is the activity of providing a design component-based model as a design component for reuse in further decomposition processes. Such a design component can again be subject to specialization, adaptation, assembly, and alteration. As an example, the Lexi editor, provided as a design component, could be specialized and adapted for some specific text editor, graphic editor, or transparency editor; a new revision of Lexi could be created by correcting design flaws; or, Lexi could be treated as a basic component for a comprehensive corporate document management system.
Generation
Generation is the activity of translating design components into source code frames or even executable code if their specification is complete. As detailed in section 4, source and executable code can be stored either remotely in the repository or locally with the instance.
TOOL SUPPORT FOR DESIGN COMPOSITION
This section discusses the current state of implementation of our environment for design composition. In the first increments of the development cycle, we have implemented a prototype for the services persistence, inspection, event handling, and customization of design components (see section 4). Our prototype has as its core a UML graphic editor (Figure 8) The implementation of the user front end of design components is based on JavaBeans. As discussed before, the advantage of applying a software component standard for the front end of design components is that they can be plugged into any interactive development environment supporting this standard. To accomplish this in JavuBeans, the Customize r interface is implemented with the aforementioned UhlL graphic editor (Figure 8 ).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE! WORK
Design patterns raise the level of abstraction in software engineering from implementation towards problem solvi rng [13]. However, the benefits of design patterns will not corne to full fruition unless they are directly integrated into the hasic development activities of software engineers. In this paper, we introduced an approach in which design patterns constitute the foundation of software development. Design patterns are provided as tangible design components that are embedded in an incremental and iterative design process, which constructs a software system as a basis of specia1iz.ation, adaptation, assembly, and alteration. We believe hat design composition provides the concepts and mechanisms which are necessary to make pattern-based software devt:lopment more practical.
Beyond continuing implementation of the environment described above, we are currently working in three areas that are related to the research presented in this study. The fixst area is the analysis of existing software with respect to the adherence to design patterns. The environment described in this paper is currently being extended with a detector of design patterns within C++ source code. The detector was irmplemented using GEN+ + [ 121 as the source code parsing and analysis technology; detected pattern instances will be captured and visualized in the environment as design comprpnents. The second area of research is a case study in which we are developing a design component-based model of a large telephone switching system. The purpose of the study is twofold. First, it will serve as further proof-of-concept of our approach in a highly complex application domain arid will help validating our composition environment. Second, we hope to provide Bell Canada, our industrial partner, with valuable information on how to use what kind of design connponent in their domain. Finally, as a third area of research, we are exploring possibilities to support the retrieval of dlesign components. We plan to investigate various techniques, such as retrieval based on classification schemes, structural matching between design components and an outlined prolblem description, as well as context-sensitive text analysis of the informal constituents of design components. The tool uses colored outlines around classes to distinguish among detailed components; for this blacklwhite presentation we use enclosing polygons instead. __ ogies for their C++ source code analyzer CEN++, Objectshare for their graphic editor framework jKiVG0, Poet for their object-oriented database management system Poets@ and TakeFive Software for their SNiFF+ software development environment.
